
US arrests two and seizes $3.6Bn in cryptocurrency from Bitfinex hack
New York-based Ilya Lichtenstein, 34, and his wife, Heather Morgan, 31, were arrested on 8 Feb and
accused of conspiring to launder proceeds of 119,754 bitcoin valued at $4.5Bn from the 2016 hack of
Bitfinex exchange. Some stolen tokens were laundered via ‘chain-shopping’ – jumping between
different cryptocurrencies in rapid succession. Cryptocurrencies are the payment method of choice
for cyber criminals.

Lloyds on ‘heightened alert’ for Russian cyberattack
The Lloyds Banking Group chief Charlie Nunn said the bank was on ‘heightened alert’ for any
cyberattack from Russia. Nunn confirmed that Lloyds and other banks have been in close contact
with the UK Government over supporting sanctions and fending off cyberattacks. Lloyds has been on
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Microsoft stopped biggest ever DDoS cyber attack
Microsoft’s Azure Cloud has stopped the biggest distributed denial of
service (DDoS) attack, which had a throughput of 3.47 terabytes per
second. The attack targeting an Azure customer in Asia originated from
approximately 10,000 sources and multiple countries, including the US,
China, South Korea, Russia, Thailand, India, Vietnam, Iran and
Indonesia. The attack lasted 15 minutes before successful mitigation.
The gaming industry has been hard hit by DDoS attacks this year. A
DDoS attack is an attempt to make an online service unavailable by
overwhelming it with traffic from multiple sources.

UK firms warned of Russian cyberwar ‘spillover’
from Ukraine
British officials are concerned about ‘spillover’ from any heightened
Russian cyber activity in Ukraine, as demonstrated by last week’s
attack on two banks by hackers linked to the GRU spy agency.
Although there has been no Ukraine-related Russian attacks on the UK
since the start of the crisis, cyber specialists have been holding
meetings with key companies to discuss the possible threat and how it
could be tackled. Jeremy Fleming, the head of GCHQ, held a
roundtable last week with organisations responsible for Britain’s ‘critical
national infrastructure’, which includes the communications, energy,
food, health and transport sectors.

In 2017, Russian state actors launched the NotPetya malware against
Ukrainian companies, which spread indiscriminately, affecting many
western companies and even some Russian corporations.

Albany perspective:
The start of 2022 has seen a significant surge in cyber attacks
against a backdrop of intensifying geopolitical tensions. Russian
cyber activity against Ukraine will cause widespread collective
damage similar to NotPetya. Concurrently, authorities are improving
their ability to track down cyber criminals, evidenced by the seizure
of cryptocurrencies stolen from Bitfinex. Regulatory bodies are
becoming more alive to cyber threats. Investment into cyber security
companies continues its momentum from 2021.



the alert for the last two months. This required attention on multiple levels, including training and
education to ensure that staff did not inadvertently pass information to bad actors.

1Password unlocks $620M round, reaching $6.8Bn valuation
Toronto-based 1Password closed a $620M Series ‘C’ round, boosting its valuation to $6.8Bn. The round
was led by ICONIQ Growth, with participation from others including Tiger Global, Lightspeed Venture
Partners and Backbone Angels. Accel – which led the company’s Series ‘A’ and ‘B’ rounds – followed
up. Celebrity investors Ryan Reynolds, Scarlett Johansson and Robert Downey Jr. also participated.
This marks the largest funding round by a Canadian company. 1Password’s platform helps customers
securely manage passwords and credentials. Its ‘human-centric’ solution addresses the problem where
85% of company data breaches involve a human element. It is used by more than 100,000 businesses –
including IBM, Slack and Shopify. 1Password saw significant COVID tailwinds, doubling its customer
base and growing its team by more than 300%. It achieved an annual recurring revenue of $150M+ in
2021. The investment in 1Passwords is driven by a need for better authentication solutions, particularly
those that prioritise end-user experience. Whilst the password management space has several players,
such as LogMeIn’s LastPass, most of 1Passwords’ customer deals feature no competition.

Shift5 raises $50M as investors continue to pivot to protecting infrastructure
Virginia-based Shift5 closed a $50M Series ‘B’ led by Insight Partners, as investors return to the
operational technology (OT) security space. The round comes less than four months after a $20M Series
‘A’. Shift5 defends military platforms and critical transportation systems from attacks. The OT security
space saw significant interest in 2018/19, with companies such as Armis Security, Claroty, Dragos and
Nozomi Networks alone raising nearly a quarter-billion dollars. After a lull which lasted until 2021, the
sector bounced back in 2021, especially after attacks on the Colonial Pipeline.

UK Foreign Office calls in ‘urgent support’ after cyber incident
The UK’s Foreign Office suffered ‘a serious cyber security incident’ and was forced to call for support
from cybersecurity firm BAE Systems Applied Intelligence, which was paid £467,000 for its work. It is not
believed that any secret information was obtained by hackers.

Companies face soaring prices for cyber insurance
The price of cyber insurance cover in the US grew by 130% in the fourth quarter of 2021, while in the UK
it grew by 92%. This comes as insurers react to the dollar impact of cyber criminality and soaring global
inflation. The cost of reinsurance has also increased and some insurers have withdrawn from
commercial insurance, leading to less capacity in the market.

SEC proposes first ever cybersecurity rule for advisors
The US’ Securities and Exchange Commission is proposing new rules to establish explicit and detailed
cybersecurity compliance requirements for registered investment advisors, including obligations to enact
written policies and to report cyber breaches to clients and regulators. This comes after the SEC chair
Gary Gensler’s speech in January, in which he described the continued rise in cybersecurity incidents
targeting the financial sector as a serious threat to the nation’s economy and critical infrastructure.

Top ten cyber attacks in 2021 cost $600M, with 40,000 businesses put at risk
In just ten cyber incidents last year, over $600M in cash was stolen or taken as ransom, tens of millions
of citizen records stolen, 40,000 businesses’ IT operations put at risk, one billion airline passenger
details compromised and at least one bank was effectively shut down for over a week, according to
Tokio Marine HCC International (TMHCCI)’s Cyber Incidents Report. The vast majority of these top 10
incidents involved large institutions where cyber security plays an integral role in operations, but this did
not prevent their sophisticated defence systems from coming under attack. The most damaging attacks
were experienced by the likes of Microsoft, Kaseya and SITA, organisations whose products and
services feed directly into the systems of third parties. Guasch, author of the report, said, ‘We’re noticing
a drastic increase in both likelihood and severity of all types of cyber attack. We have seen a marked
increase in ransomware attacks, their complexity and in the appetite to target smaller organisations… the
interconnected nature of the businesses that form our economies is a key threat.’


